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STEP 3 - coupler
 
 Add the coupler by sliding the square end of the 
 Pin or Ring coupler into the Drawbar Hitch until 
 the shear pin holes align. Insert the shear pin.

Hitchplate

Coupler

shear pin

STandard Pin Couplers Ring Couplers



STEP 4 - Weights
 
 As you prepare to begin grooming with your new
 snow grooming equipment, you have an option to 
 consider. Adding additional weight to the chassis
 enables you to adjust to current snow and 
 existing trail conditions. Add two cement blocks
 to the chassis, place the weight cover over the 
 blocks, and secure with the 2-15” Rubber straps.
 Connect the strap hooks into the “D” rings on 
 either side of the weight plate area of the chassis.

Assembly

CEMENT BLOCKS

8” x 16”

weight cover 15” Rubber Straps “D” Ring

fresh/soft snow add (2) 4” x 8” x 16” blocks 36 lbs each
Heavy/hard snow add (2) 6” x 8” x 16” blocks 55 lbs each

storage & care

For best storage results, remove weights, and debur bottom of
runners. rinsewith water and wipe down with mineral spirits. apply small 
amounts of grease to drawbar pins, bottom of runners and coupler shaft. 
store inside, away from direct sunlight.

we hope you enjoy your new snow groomer!
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STEP 2 - Drawbar
 
Loppet 60 or Best-Line 76 Drawbar - 

Start by attaching the drawbars seperately. Place one side 
of the drawbar over the chassis drawbar pin with the 
chassis connection end flat to the chassis and the Hitch 
Plate end coming together in front of the chassis. repeat 
for opposite side. 

Add the 3/8” washer to the chassis drawbar pin and insert 
the cotter pin through the hole through the chassis 
Drawbar Pin. Using the needle nose pliers, bend the cotter 
pin halves in opposite directions to securely fasten the 
drawbar to the chassis.

 

Join the two drawbar arms together with the upper and 
lower hitchplate. The upper hitchplate has the square holes 
for the four 5/16 x 2-1/2” Carriage Bolts to be inserted from 
the top.  After aligning and inserting all four Carriage Bolts, 
hand tighten the 5/16 SS Nylock nuts. Using the 1/2” 
Socket and Rachet, securely tighten the Nylock Nuts.

washer cotter pin



STEP 2 - Drawbar
 
 

Hitchplate chassis drawbar pin

washer cotter pin

ASSEMBLYPARTS & Hardware

1 - 20” trakorr chassis
1- Drawbar Assembly
 - 44” Standard
 - Loppet 60 *
 - BEST-LINE 76*

  (only 1 drawbar included)

1 - 12“ Wing Set (optional)
 1 - Left 12” Wing
 1 - Right 12“ Wing
 4 - 1/4 x 7/8” Stainless steel Hex Bolt
 4 - 1/4 SS Nylock Nuts

1 - Assembly Hardware Kit
 1 - Weight Cover
 2 - 15” Rubber Straps
 1 - 6“ Pin Coupler w/ Detent Pin
         or 6” Ring Coupler
 2 - 1-5/8“ Shear Pins
 2 - 3/8” Washers
 2 - Cotter Keys
 * 1 - upper Hitchplate
 * 1 - Lower Hitchplate
 * 4 - 5/16 x 2-1/2” carriage bolts
 * 4 - 5/16 Stainless steel Nylock nuts
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STEP 1 - Wings
 
If your grooming package includes the 12” Wing Set 
complete Step 1, otherwise skip to Step 2.

Attach either wing with the Black Urethane Comb facing 
down and the corduroy combs near the rear of the chassis. 

Using the included  1/4 SS Hex  Bolts and 1/4 SS Nylock 
Nuts, insert the bolts through the Wing Bracket and 
through the Chassis.  

Finger tighten the 1/4-20 Nylock Nuts until both bolts are 
installed. Tigthen all four bolts and nuts using a 7/16 
wrench on the Hex Bolt and a 7/16 socket on the 1/4-20 
Nylock Nut.

Stainless steel nylock nutstainless steel hex bolt
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STEP 2 - Drawbar
 
44” Standard Drawbar - Start by arranging the drawbar so 
the flat Hitch Plate is up. 

Place one side of the drawbar over the chassis drawbar 
pin. While securely holding the chassis, pull slightly on the 
opposite drawbar arm and slide over the chassis drawbar 
pin. 

Add the 3/8” Washer to the chassis drawbar pin and insert 
the cotter pin through the hole on the outside edge of the 
chassis drawbar pin. 

Using the Needle Nose Pliers, bend the cotter pin halves in 
opposite directions to securely fasten the drawbar to the 
chassis.

Hitchplate

chassis drawbar pin
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STEP 3 - coupler
 
 Add the coupler by sliding the square end of the 
 Pin or Ring coupler into the Drawbar Hitch until 
 the shear pin holes align. Insert the shear pin.
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STEP 4 - Weights
 
 As you prepare to begin grooming with your new
 snow grooming equipment, you have an option to 
 consider. Adding additional weight to the chassis
 enables you to adjust to current snow and 
 existing trail conditions. Add two cement blocks
 to the chassis, place the weight cover over the 
 blocks, and secure with the 2-15” Rubber straps.
 Connect the strap hooks into the “D” rings on 
 either side of the weight plate area of the chassis.
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fresh/soft snow add (2) 4” x 8” x 16” blocks 36 lbs each
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storage & care

For best storage results, remove weights, and debur bottom of
runners. rinsewith water and wipe down with mineral spirits. apply small 
amounts of grease to drawbar pins, bottom of runners and coupler shaft. 
store inside, away from direct sunlight.

we hope you enjoy your new snow groomer!
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1180 N Mountain Springs Pkwy
Springville, UT 84663

800-430-7120
www.snowgroomers.net

From our team to yours, Thank you trusting your 
snow grooming needs to us.  Many hours have gone 
into making and delivering high quality equipment 
that is expected to last a lifetime.  We hope you enjoy 
utilizing SnowGroomer.NET equipment as much as we
enjoyed making it.


